
Minimally framed sliding door system

Fusion Vista 19



This magnificent classically designed home won the What House? ‘Best Luxury House Award’ for house builder Aspire.  
Fusion Vista 19 was installed across the front of the stunning leisure complex and provided a fabulous view out into the beautiful 
gardens.  This was configured to allow all the doors to move in either direction.



Architects, Bureau de Change are incorporating Fusion Vista 19 in several of their current projects. ‘Slab House’ (above) was 

shortlisted for the Don’t Move, Improve! Awards. The two large, virtually frameless Fusion Vista 19 panels with a transition free 

threshold allow the light to flood in.



This family games room overlooking the Surrey hills is enclosed by large Fusion Vista 19 doors and fixed glazing. The occupants not 
only enjoys fabulous views but also a comfortable all year round play zone achieved by the inclusion of excellent performing 
insulating units with solar control coating.



Fusion Vista 19 was used to form the envelope around this contemporary glass extension to a traditional oast house with views over 
the magnificent Kent countryside. This impressive remodelling of the building is sure to win award winning architects, AV Architects, 
even more awards.

Architect: A V Architects



This stunning pool house extension has been shortlisted for The International Design and Architecture award. The architect specified  
high performance insulating units on this project to ensure the internal pool environment was maintained at the correct temperature. 
Fusion Vista 19 can incorporate many types of glazing.

Architect: Re-Format



This impressive glazed extension incorporating a four track Fusion Vista 19 system with a fully opening corner was a retirement gift 
from a ’loving husband to his wife’. 



This spacious extension to a London town house was enhanced by the inclusion of two track Fusion Vista 19 sliding doors on this and 

also an upper level adding natural light to an enclosed area and bringing the outside inside when the doors are open.



This project incorporated a fully opening corner with one of the panels sliding into a pocket to create more space and a transition free 
corner in this delightful family home in south London. Pocket doors and fully opening corners can be included in two, three and four 
track configurations.



This beautiful extension includes Fusion Vista 19 doors on both the ground floor and basement with a glass walk-on floor between 

forming the lightwell. With additions to houses such as this it makes one understand why it is so popular to improve rather than move.



This is the basement view of the opposite Fusion Vista 19 installation. The walk-on glass roof light allows the light to flow into the basement area.



A mixture of stone and Fusion Vista 19 doors and fixed glazing over various elevations has worked extremely well to help create this 
superb extension in this impressive south west London house. This project incorporates two and three track systems as well as fixed 
glazing in matching Vista 19 frames.



Fusion Vista 19 sliding doors were installed on both ground and basement levels on this project with a combination of a walk-on glass 
floor and bespoke grilles between to create a bright, light basement. On the ground floor natural light pours in through the doors and 
roof lights to brighten up this stunning kitchen.



This installation on a three track system incorporating a fully opening corner provides light and space to this modern kitchen extension. 

The level threshold removes any barriers and connects the inside to the outside.



The ‘Step House’ will inevitably win architects, Bureau de Change even more design awards. Using bricks reclaimed from the fabric of 
the house, the architect worked within ‘a rights of light diagram’ to create a staggered, extruded form that ‘melts’ away from the existing 
structure. The minimalism of the Fusion Vista 19 system complemented this innovative design.



The client was also the architect on this project. Much time was spent on deciding the ideal configuration.  The result being that all 
doors moved in all directions including a fully opening corner. 



The addition of this spacious, contemporary extension to a magnificent listed Georgian mansion incorporating Fusion Vista 19 at 
different levels with a fully opening corner 



The occupants of this farmhouse extension can enjoy incredible views over the fields of Glastonbury because of the unobtrusive Fusion 
Vista 19, very minimal frames. On this project we had to accommodate a rill running below the building and below the Vista 19 doors.  
This can be seen in the photo.
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